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Manual abstract:
We hope you enjoy your new Braun steam iron. ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ 7 Temperature selector 8 Temperature pilot
light 9 Â«auto-offÂ» light (only with 780 and 770 models) 10 Heel rest 11 Textile Protector (only with 780, 770 and 760 models) 12 Soft Textile Protector
(only with 780 model) Before using the iron, read the use instructions completely. Keep the use instructions during the entire life of the appliance. â· Make
sure your voltage corresponds to the voltage printed on the iron. @@@@Always unplug the iron before filling with water. Always pull the plug, not the cord.
@@ â· Never immerse the iron in water or other liquids. â· The iron must be used and rested on a stable surface. â· During ironing pauses, always place the
iron upright on its heel rest and ensure that the heel rest is placed on a stable surface. â· The iron must not be left unattended while it is connected to the
mains supply.
â· This appliance is not intended for use by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, unless they are given supervision by a
person responsible for their safety. â· Keep the iron away from children, especially when using the precision shot function. Never iron or dampen clothes
while wearing them. â· The iron is not to be used if it has dropped, if there are visible signs of damage or if it is leaking. If the appliance (including cord)
shows any defect, stop using it and take it to a Braun Service Centre for repair.
faulty or unqualified repair work may cause accidents or injury to the user. Braun electric appliances meet applicable safety standards. If you have extremely
hard water, we recommend that you use a mixture of 50 % tap water and 50 % distilled water. Do not add any additives (e. Do not use condensation water
from a tumble dryer.
â· Before filling with water, turn off the steam regulator (6) (Â«0Â» = steam off). â· Holding the iron slightly inclined (as shown in B), fill the water tank up to
the Â«maxÂ» marking. @@@@@@@@@@@@Precision shot can be activated when dry ironing. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@This is normal and in no
case indicates a fault of the iron. @@@@To turn on the iron again, just move it. @@@@To prolong the life of the iron, empty the water tank. Store the cool
iron in a dry place always standing on its heel rest. To clean the sole plate, use steel wool. Never use a scouring pad, vinegar or other chemicals. To clean the
soft material on the handle, use soapy water.
@@ a special coating avoids shiny patches. With the Textile Protector, you are able to iron delicate fabrics with the temperature setting within the solid red
range so that you can use all steam functions your iron offers. To check the reaction of your fabrics before you start ironing, we recommend that you iron a
small section of material on the reverse side. However, in order not to damage the coating, avoid ironing over e. After having attached the Textile Protector,
wait about 1 1/2 minutes before you start ironing. Soft Textile Protector (12) (only with 780 model) The Soft Textile Protector ensures an increased heat
protection and utmost care for most delicate fabrics thanks to its specially designed SoftTouch cushion. Even most delicate, ironable* fabrics are protected
against heat damage and shiny patches are avoided. Removing the steam regulator with the anticalc valve Turn the steam regulator clockwise towards the
steam setting Â«6Â». Keep on turning firmly beyond the resistance until the steam regulator is lifted. When positioned at x, pull it out vertically.
Do not touch the anticalc valve at its lower end. immerse the anticalc valve in vinegar (not vinegar essence) or lemon juice for a minimum of 30 minutes.
Brush off remaining residues and rinse under running water (fig. Firmly push down the steam regulator until it turns back to setting Â«6Â» (fig. h) where it
catches.
Notice: The iron must never be used without steam regulator. In order to clean the steam chamber from residues, decalcify it as shown in picture section I,
1-8. @@@@@@ i , 9-13). Do not use commercial decalcifiers, they may damage the iron. Take longer intervals when pressing the precision shot button.
Subject to change without notice. Please do not dispose of the product in the household waste at the end of its useful life. Disposal can take place at a Braun
Service Centre or at appropriate collection points provided in your country. .
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